
Our growing company is looking for a business development rep. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for business development rep

Establishes productive and effective relationships with key external
companies and contacts
Provides support for the execution of ventures or business opportunities
including evaluation, negotiation and development of agreements, and
project planning
Creates and maintains readily available information repositories and
anticipates requests to support competitor assessments, macro
supply/demand balances by market and product, and the performance of
assets and business lines
Create and prioritize strategic target account lists within defined territory
with support from the field sales executives field sales management
Build brand awareness of Garland Behavioral Hospital as the premier mental
health hospital in the city of Garland and surrounding areas
By performing this job to the highest ethical standards, educate referral
sources, potential referral sources community partners and the general public
about mental illness and the treatments for it
Partner with hospitals, therapists, primary care doctors, psychiatrists, local
agencies and law enforcement providing vital input & helping to collaborate
on an individual and departmental Plan of Action with specific focus on
referral maximization, loss/service recovery, new account prospecting,
diversification, public/community relations efforts and growing overall brand
awareness

Example of Business Development Rep Job
Description
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with regional Synergy counterparts for account mapping
Manage a specified sales market/vertical, cultivate and manage pipeline
opportunities
Serves as payment expert, leveraging core knowledge, to recommend and
promote banking and payment processing solutions to clients while working
within the risks parameters that protect the firm

Qualifications for business development rep

Has been quota carrying or has been part of a sales organization (either a
VAR, OEM or Manufacturer)
Has been exposed to opportunity development and a strong record in sales
development
Financial market experience involved in the investment process
Highly disciplined and organized with strong attention to detail
CFA designation or MBA is a plus
Builds and maintains relationships with key customers


